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1. Introduction 
This constitutes the semi-annual status report for the period 
July 1, 1983 - Jan. 31,1984 on the research being performed by the 
School of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Purdue University, for the 
NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility, Ames Research Center, under 
Grant NAG4-1. The obectives of this research effort have been the de-
velopment of a unified control synthesis methodology for complex and/ 
or non-conventional flight vehicles; to understand, enhance, and 
develop prediction techniques for the handling characteristics of 
such vehicles; and to address pilot parameter identification from exper-
imental data. 
2. Technical Comments 
The development of a closed-loop methodology for the landing task 
has been actively pursued during this reporting period. The approach 
centers on application of an optimal-control II pi10t model II for evaluating 
the closed loop pilot-vehicle system in terms of its time - and frequency-
domain characteristics. The intent is to model the closed-loop system 
so as to approximate as well as possible the important system dynamics 
appropriate to the landing task, and then identify salient model-based 
parameters that correlate strongly with the pilot's subjective evaluations, 
so as to expose poor aircraft dynamics for the task. 
We may conceptually represent the task as shown in Figure 1, where 
the selection of the reference variable Yc' and the response variable Y 
is an integral part of the modeling procedure. In the flare and landing 
one might select Yc to be altitude, or he' and the output of interest 
of course is then h. In contrast, one might argue that the reference 
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Figure 1 is intended to be somewhat general, and both cases may be 
modeled. 
In any case we see the inner (dashed box) loop of pilot-compensated 
attitude dynamics is imbedded in this structure. (This loop was of 
course the ~ loop being considered when analyzing the attitude 
tracking task.) Then the appropriate outer loop structure reflects the 
flight path and/or altitude regulation components of the landing task. 
It is significant here that via the optimal control model (OCM), all 
three pilot "transfer functions" PS ' Py' and Ph are analytically deter-
mined, and the block diagram of Fig. 1 may be represented in a variety 
of forms using block diagram algebra. The frequency-domain character-
ization of this system is in any case obtainable from this modeling result. 
The analysis procedure then involves determining if correlation 
exists between PIO and Cooper-Harper ratings and pilot comments from 
flight, and the analytically derived closed-loop system bandwidth, pilot 
phase compensation, and overall "loop qual ityll (e.g. stabil ity robustness) 
obtained from the above modeling approach. A preliminary analysis of 
some LAHOS (Ref. 1) data will be presented here. The "rawll results 
from the modeling is tabulated in the Appendix to this report. 
We will focus here on the task modeled as flight-path (or sink 
rate) control, so in terms of the sketch in Fig. 1, hc is ignored and 
the IIclosed-loopli system of interest is Y/Yc. The task is defined in 
terms of the OCM cost function as choosing the necessary "control law ll 
to minimize y tracking error, or 
T 
1 J [( ) 2 ·2 J = E{lim f y-Yc + rostJdt} 
p T-+oo 0 
3 
The single control input considered is the stick (elevator). 
Aft~r modeling the selected configuration with the OeM. The block 
diagram results from Figure 1 may be expressed, if desired, as shown 
be 1 ow i n Fig. 2 . 
~ $c ~' J_ (# ... " -.. - -~+ I ,... e ~ e I~-
Fig. 2. Intermediate Form 
(That is P' and P~ in Figure 2 is determined from P , Po' G/o, y/G, etc. y Q Y Q 
from Fig. 1.) Now, since the y/Yc dynamics is of interest here (rather 
than G/G in attitude tracking), we represent the system in final form 
c 
as shown in Figure 3. 
0 // 
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Fig. 3. Final Form 
Now the hypothesis is that the pilot's rating of the aircraft in the 
landing task is determined by the "quality" of the closed loop system and 
the workload necessary to achieve that "quality". The most important 
4 
measure of quality here is stability robustness, evaluated in terms of 
open-loop (Bode) freguency characteristics. The measure of workload is 
taken as phase lead necessary to achieve this stability. 
Shown in (the solid curve in) Figure 4 is the Frequency Response 
of the Pilot describing function P" (from Figure 3) for LAHOS Configuration y 
2-1. Shown in Figure 5 are the open and closed-loop frequency response 
(i.e. y loop opened and closed in Fig. 2) for this case. We define the 
bandwidth of interest here as the frequency at which open-loop phase is 
-180°, since this reflects a critical point regarding stability. 
We will take as a measure of loop quality, for example, the open-
loop magnitude peak (near w = 6 rad/sec in Fig. 5). We will take as a 
measure of workload, the pilot phase angle at the open-loop phase 
bandwidth defined above. 
These data, along with open-loop (phase) bandwidth and pilot rating 
are shown in Table 1. 
Note from this data the strong correlation between rating and pilot 
phase compensation required to achieve a stable system. Furthermore, 
excessive lag (config. 5-1) is undesirable. Also note for configurations 
with nearly equal pilot phase (e.g. ~onfigs 1-1, 2-3,3-1,3-2), the 
ratings show correlation with open-loop frequency response "peak" 
(selected as a crude measure of loop quality). c 
We are encouraged by such resul ts, and will conti nue eval uati ng 
more configurations from the LAHOS data base. 
3. Reference 
Smith, R.E., "Effects of Control System Dynamics on Fighter Approach and 





Config. t P.O.R. Bandwidth* Pilot Phase** Peak*** 
1-1 4 3.2 (rad/sec) 75 (deg) -l. (db) 
2-1 2 3.3 45 -1. 
2-2 4, 4.5 3.2 59 3.5 
2-3 6 3.0 75 5.6 
3-1 4, 5, 7 3.4 66 -1.5 
3-2 7 3.2 78 2.3 
3-3 10 3.1 96 3.5 
4-1 2 3.3 38 -l. 
5-1 5, 7 3.3 -5 -0.5 
*FrequE~ncy at which Open-loop Phase = -180° 
**Phase Angle of Pilot (8/s ) Describing Function Near Bandwidth y 
Frequency 
***Peak of Open-Loop Magnitude Above Bandwidth Frequency 
t For a description of the Configuration, See the Appendix 
APPENDIX 





Description of Flight Config~rations (from Lahos report) 
1-1 Short period: ~ = -.75 ± .695j 
t; = .735 Wo = 1.025 rad/sec. 
Phugoid ~ = -.022 ± .13j 
t; = .166 
No control system dynamics 
Overall pilot rating = 4 
Slight tendency to PIa near ground. 
2-1 Short period: i; = .57 
Wo = .132 rad/sec. 
Wo = 2.3 rad/sec. 
Phugoid i; = .1483 
No control system dynamics 
Overall pilot rating = 2 
3-1 Short period: 
Phugoid 
No control system 
i; = .25 
Wo = 2.2 rad/sec 
i; = .1346 
W = .195 rad/sec o 
Pilot rating overall = 4, 7, 5 
Bobbled in turbulence 
No PIa on landing 
Approach most difficult. 
2 
4-1 Short period 
2 real roots 
Phugoid 
No control system 
E; = 1.06 
A = -1.39, -2.84 
E; = .249 
Wo = .1175 
Pilot rating overall = 2 
5-1 Short period 
Phugoid 
No control system 
E; = .535 
Wo = 3.885 
E; = .150 
W = .1799 
o 
Pilot rating overall = 5, 7 
PIO in FLARE and touch down 
Touchy airplane 
2-2 Same aircraft dynamics as 2-1 
with a (.lS!I) in the pilots control path 
as a control system. 
Pilot rating overall = 4, 41 
Slight overcontrol in landing 
2-3 Same Ale as in 2-1 
with a (.25!+1) in the pilots control path. 
Pilot rating overall = 6 




3-2 Same AIC dynamics as 3-1 
1 
with a (.ls+l) in the control path as a control system. 
Overall pilot rating = 7 
PIO in FLARE - tendency to overcontrol 
3-3 AIC dynamics of 3-1 
1 Control system (.25s+1) 
Overall pilot rating = 10 
Tendency to PIO - work hard. 
4 
This contains a summary of the (9) Flight Configurations out of 
Lahos that have been looked at so far. 
There is: 
(i) Tables of bandwidth, pilot compensation sensitivites for 
pitch attitude, flight path and altitude tracking. 
~ Scatter plots that cross plot the data in the tables. 
~ Frequency response plots of loop closures and individual 
elements from pirep for each of these cases. 
5 
PITCH ATTITUDE TRACKING 
CONFIGURATION BANDWITH PILOT RATINGS 
1-1 3.026 RAD/SEC 4 
2-1 3.358 2 
3-1 3.295 5.5 
2-2 3.070 4 
2-3 2.897 6 
3-2 3.024 7 
3-3 2.875 10 
4-1 3.343 2 
5-1 3.735 RAD/SEC 6 , 
CONFIGURATION SENSITIVITY (db) SENSITIVITY (ABS) PILOT RATINGS 
1-1 . 906 1.425 4 . 
2-1 1. 757 2.851 2 
2-2 1.797 3.157 4 
2-3 1.595 2.965 6 
3-1 .303 .594 5.5 
3-2 1.605 3.626 7 
3-3 .760 1.896 10 
4-1 1.610 2.417 2 
5-1 2.164 3.211 6 
6 
PITCH ATTITUDE TRACKING 
ADJUSTED PILOT 
CONFIGUR/HION PILOT COMPo AT BANDWITH COMPo AT BANDTH. PILOT RATING 
~'-< 
1-1 16.741 (deg.) 68.248 4 
2-1 -12.911 44.128 2 
2-2 - 1.825 50.414 4 
2-3 11.774 61.131 6 
3-1 5.477 61.467 5.5 
3-2 16.415 67.895 7 
3-3 29.327 78.318 10 
4-1 -17.602 39.191 2 
5-1 -46.714 16.560 6 
r-,'~ 
rL .. 
CONFIGURATION RESONANT PEAK PILOT RATING 
I 1-1 3.949 4 
2-1 4.039 2 
2-2 4.720 4 
2-3 5.251 6 
I 3-1 5.988 5.5 
r .... ., 
3-2 6.947 7 
3-3 7.983 10 
4-1 3.396 2 
5-1 3.173 6 
,.~h.~ 
7 
PITCH ATTITUDE TRACKING 










Some Definitions of Things on the Scatter Plots 
Peak sensitivity*droop: This is the sensitivity of the maximum 
resonant peak to a change in forward loop gain times the low 
frequency droop. It used the peak sensitivity defined as 
sensitivity (db) below. 
Resonant peak sensitivity (db): This is a sensitivity done leaving 
everything in db. 
sensitivity (db) = PEAK2-PEAK 
2010g 10 (1.05) 
PEAK2 is new closed loop resonant peak with forward loop gain 
increased by 20 log (1.05) = .424- db. 
PEAK is the old (original) resonant· peak. 
8 
Resonant Peak Sensitivity (abs): Same as above using absolute (not db) 
units. 
Legend for Plots 
~ (10 (PEAK2/20))_(10(PEAK/20)) 
sensitivity (abs) - - - -
.05 
~ LEVEL I AIRPLANE 
<=) LEVEL II AIRPLANE 
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CONFIGURRTION 1-1 THETR TRRCKING 
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CONFIGURRTION 2-1 THETR TRRCKING 
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C~NFIGURRTI~N 2-2 THETR TRRCKING 
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CGNFIGURRTIGN 2-3 THETR TRRCKING 
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CONFIGURRTION 3-1 THETR TRRCKING 
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CONFIGURRTIGN 3-2 THETR TRRCKING 
PIL~T TRANSFER FUNCTI~NS 

















10 -1 10 0 10 1 10 2 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ --'p I un RESPLJNSE TO THETR ERRLJR 
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CONFIGURRTION 3-3 THETR TRRCKING 
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CONFIGURRTION 4-1 THETR TRRCKING 
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CONFIGURRTION 5-1 THETR TRRCKING 
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CONFIGURRTION 1-1 THETR TRRCKING 
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____ CLOSED LOOP 
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CONFIGURRTION 2-1 THETR TRRCKING 
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CGNFIGURRTIGN 2-2 THETR TRRCKING 
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CONFIGURRTION 2-3 THETR TRRCKING 


















10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ --l.JCLOSEO LOOP 
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FREQUENCY (RRO/5EC) 
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CONFIGURRTION 3-1 THETR TRRCKING 































10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ -'-'CLOSED LOOP 
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CGNFIGURRTIGN 3-2 THETR TRRCKING 
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CONFIGURRTION 3-3 THETR TRRCKING 
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CONFIGURRTION 4-1 THETR TRRCKING 
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CONFIGURRTION 5-1 THETR TRRCKING 
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FLIGHT PATH ANGLE TRACKING 
rr"' 
: i CONFIGURATION BANDWITH P.O. 'fl. 
1-1 2.011 4 
2-1 1.990 2 
2-2 1.875 4 
2-3 1.793 6 
3-1 1.975 5.5 
3-2 1.828 7 
3-3 1.744 10 
4-1 1.958 2 
5-1 1.924 6 
, ' 
CONFIGURATION SENSITIVITY (db) SENSITIVITY (ABS) 
1-1 1.464 3.083 
2-1 .925 1.834 
,~ 
2-2 1.693 3.430 
2-3 1.853 3.737 
3-1 2.364 4.282 
3-2 1.704 3.089 
3-3 1. 742 3.163 
4-1 1.008 2.114 














FLIGHT PATH ANGLE TRACKING 











































'Single Pilot Transfer Function' Definition 
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CONFIGURRTION 1-1 GRMMR TRRCKING 
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CONFIGURRTION 2-1 GRMMR TRRCKING 
PILOT TRRNSFER FUNCTIONS 
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___ ----'-'GRMMR ERROR RESPONSE 
________ THETR RESPONSE 
___ GRMMR RESPONSE 


















CONFIGURRTION 2-2 GRMMR TRRCKING 
PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 
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___ --1JGRMMR ERROR RESPONSE 
________ THETR RESPONSE 
___ GRMMR RESPONSE 



















PIL~T TRANSFER FU 
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CONFIGURRTION 3-1 GRMMR TRRCKING 
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CONFIGURRTION 3-2 GRMMR TRRCKING 
PILOT TRRNSFER FUNCTIONS 
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CONFIGURRTION 3-3 GRMMR TRRCKING 
PILOT TRRNSFER FUNCTIONS 
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CONFIGURRTIDN 4-1 GRMMR TRRCKING 
PILOT TRRNSFER FUNCTIONS 
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________ THETA RESPONSE 
___ GAMMA RESPONSE 










CONFIGURRTION 5-1 GRMMR TRRCKING 
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CONFIGURRTION 1-1 GRMMR TRRCKING 
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- 2 7 0 0 0 --+--.-....-r-T"TTT".,..----,--r-r-rTTTTlr----r----r-,--,--,,,.,,.----'!--r-..---r-T-rTn 




CONFIGURRTION 2-1 GRMMR TRRCKING 























10 -1 10 a 1'0 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
10 2 
___ --LEQUIVRLENT SINGLE PILOT FUNCTION 









- 270 . 0 -t---.---,---.-TTTT-rr---.-,..-r-r-rrTT..----,----,--.---r-TTTTT-1--r---r-r->"-rTT1 




CONFIGURRTION 2-2 GRMMR TRRCKING 































10 -1 10 0 10 1 10 2 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ --':-EQUIVRLENT SINGLE PIUH FUNCTI(jN 
_______ .-GRMMR ERR(jR RESP(jNSE 
-270 . 0 -+---.-----r-rTTTTn----'--rT1--rrn-r-----r---J-rTTTTTl---'''-''''-'-'-'-rTT1 
10 -2 10-1 10 0 10 1 10 2 
FREQUENCY (RRO/5EC) 
50 
CONFIGURRTION 2-3 GRMMR TRRCKING 






























10 -1 10 0 10 1 10 2 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ --LEQU I VALENT SINGLE P I LOT FUNCT I ON 
_______ .JJAMMR ERROR RESPONSE 
-270 .0 -I--.-..--r-T"T"TT-rr--.---,..,..,-rrrr,---,--,---rrrrrn---'..-r-rrTTTTl 
10 -2 10 -1 10 0 10 1 10 2 
FREQUENCY (RRO/5EC) 
51 
CONFIGURRTION 3-1 GRMMR TRRCKING 






























10 -1 10 0 10 1 10 2 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ --.EQU I VRLENT SINGLE P I un FUNCT I ON 
_______ .-GRMMR ERROR RESPONSE 
- 270 . 0 -I--'---.--r~rn----'---'--'-TTTlm---,--+-r-T1TTn--\-"-'-r-rTTT1 
10 -2 10 -1 10 0 10 1 10 2 
FREQUENCY (RRO/5EC) 
52 
CONFIGURRTION 3-2 GRMMR TRRCKING 































10 -1 10 0 10 1 10 2 
FREQUENCY (RAO/SEC) 
___ ---'-EQUIVALENT SINGLE PIUn FUNCTICJN 




-270 .0 --/----'--"--TTTT-rr---.-.--rJ--rrn..---.-n-r-r-rrrrr----'''r-r-rT""lrT1T1 




































10-1 10 0 10 1 10 2 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ --'-EQU IVRLENT SINGLE P I un FUNCT I C1N 
_______ JJRMMR ERRClR RESPClNSE 
-270 . 0 -t--.-...-rTTTTn--"'-'-'--'-rTTT.,.--,---,r.-rr-rrrr.-T---r....--nrrrn 








CONFIGURRTION 4-1 GRMMR TRRCKING 
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___ --LEQU I VALENT SINGLE P I un FUNCT I ON 










-270 . 0 -t---r---r-r-r-rn-rr--;-..-r---,-rrn..----r-ii-.-r-TTTn-i-.-..--rTTTTl 










CONFIGURRTION 1-1 GRMMR TRRCKING 
























10-1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRD/SEC) 
___ --'-CLOSED LOOP RESPONSE 










-270 . 0 -+---.---.-rTTTnr-----r---.--rTTTlrrr---,---.--r+i'-f;-'-'--'--'--'TTTTTl 








CGNFIGURRTIGN 2-1 GRMMR TRRCKING 




























10 -1 10 0 10 1 10 2 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ --LCLOSED LOOP RESPONSE 









-270 . 0 ---t---'---'-'-TTr~--'---'-'-TTr~--,--rrThi""---'--'-'--TTTTTi 








CONFIGURRTION 2-2 GRMMR TRRCKING 
GRMMR TO GRMMR COMMRND 
------, 




















10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ --'-'CLOSED LOOP RESPONSE 










-270 . 0 ---!---,--,--,-.--rrrrr---.--,-,--,-,-,-,-rr---,---,-,-~rrr---.---,-,-,...,....,...,. 








CONFIGURRTION 2-3 GRMMR TRRCKING 






















10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ ----LCLOSEO LOOP RESPONSE 











-270 . 0 -I----,--..,--,-r-r-rr.-.--...,--r-r-r-rrrrr----,----,--,-l,-'\---r-rr,--~~~ 








CONFIGURRTION 3-1 GRMMR TRRCKING 























10-1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ --'CLGSED LGGP RE5PGN5E 











- 2 7 0 • 0 -J----.--.---r-TTTTn----,-,----,--,--rrn-,------,--,..,---,r'r--r'T-rr---,---,..,---,,...,.,., 






















CONFIGURRTION 3-3 GRMMR TRRCKING 










10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ ----'-'CLOSED LOOP RESPONSE 










- 2 7 0 .0 -t---.--.-rTTTT-"-----'--'---'TTTT".--,--..,,--'T"r-rr,..----,-..--r-rrrrn 








CONFIGURRTION 3-2 GRMMR TRRCKING 
























10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ -'-'CUJSEO LOOP RESPONSE 
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CONF I GURRT I ON,·H·~t'GRMMR . TRRCK I NG 






























10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ --'-'CU~SED UJCJP RESPCJNSE 
_______ JJPEN LCJCJP RESPCJNSE 
10 2 
-270 . 0 -+---.--..... rTTTn----.-r-r-r"'T'TTT.--.,....,r-r-r~,.__.,__,_.....,_,_T'TTT1 
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CONFIGURRTION S~l GRMMR TRRCKING 
























- 40 • ClO -+--.'-,-, ., rTl 1"1 IrTT11--r, ""rT'" IT. I 1"1 ----e,r-:-, -,-, -., .-, rr, I Trlllr--r-., " T""TI ITrTll "I



















CONFIGURATION SENSITIVITY (db) SENSITIVITY (abs) 
2-1 .418 .747 
2-2 -.105 -.153 
2-3 2.281 3.925 
3-1 .039 .072 
3-2 .355 .639 
3-3 .526 .787 
4-1 1.953 3.166 














CONFIGURATION PILOTS hERROR COMPENSATION SINGLE PILOT T. F. (Fhlffe.) 
2-1 51. 256 (d,~) 104.311 
2-2 45.752 90.673 
2-3 52.879 93.491 
3-1 39.026 53.449 
3-2 40.316 57.611 
3-3 34.689 68.201 
4-1 57.968 112.228 
5-1 48.737 53.474 
CONFIGURATION BANDWITH (RAD/SEC) 
2-1 1.413 2 
2-2 1.344 4 
2-3 1.279 6 
3-1 1.317 5.5 
3-2 1.228 7 
3-3 1.136 10 
4-1 1.472 2 
5-1 1.406 6 
Note: Config. 1-1 did not come close enough to converge an 
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lW 3-1 Z-z.. 
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CONFIGURRTION 2-1 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 
PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 




CONFIGURRTION 2-1 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 






















10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ ---LS INGLE PI LllT FUNCT I ClN 











-270 . 0 --l-~""-'--T"TTT-rr---..-..---r-r-rTTT.---r-r~TTTTT----':\-r--r-r-r..,...., 









C~NFIGURRTION 2-2 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 


















10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ ---'--ERRClR RESPClNSE 
_______ 3HETR RESPClNSE 


















-270 .0 -t----,-,...,...,rrrn,----.--r"TTTTTTr-,--,-,--.r'ri1 'rr--T-r-r-rTTTn 
1 0 -2 1 0 -1 1 0 0 1 0 1 







CONFIGURRTION 2-2 RLTITUOE TRRCKING 
















10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ ----LSINGLE PILOT FUNCTWN 











-270 . 0 -I---,--,--,--rrrn-,----,-,-r-r-rrrn--r---r-T"TT"TTTr"-+---.--r""T"T"TTT 








CONFIGURRTION 2-3 RLTITUOE TRRCKING 


















10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ -.LFRROR RESPONSE 
________ THETR RESPONSE 










-270 .0 -l----.--.-.-...,.,.-rrr---r---r-rr1"'"T1'Tr----,---r-r--",ll>n--I,-r-rTTTTTl 








CONFIGURRTION2-3 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 

















10 -1 10 a 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ --uSINGLE PILClT FUNCTICJN 











-270 . 0 -!--.--r-r-TTTTrr---r-r--r-r-rrrrr___-,-----r-r-rTTTTl--''r-.-.,.,.,-rrn 
















CONFIGURRTION 3-1 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 
PILOT TRRNSFER FUNCTIONS 

















10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ ---'-FRRLJR RESPLJNSE 
________ THETR RESPLJNSE 
___ AL T I TUDE RESPLJNSE 











CONFIGtJRFlTtON 3-1 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 




























10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ ---->..JSINGLE PILOT FUNCTION 











-270 . 0 -+--,---,-,--TTTTn-----;-r-r-rTnT,--,--,---,--,-rTTTT--\-r.--rrTTTl 















C~NFIGURRTION 3-2 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 
PILOT TRRNSFER FUNCTIONS 
















10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY. (RRD/SEC) 
___ --L.FRRLJR RE5PLJN5E 
______ .-:_THETA RE5PLJN5E 









CONFIGURRTION 3-2 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 


















10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ --uSINGLE PILClT FUNCTWN 
















-270 . 0 ---f--.,---r-r-TTTTrr---,--.--r-r-rrrrr----r--r..-rrrrrr----''T--r---r-r-1"T'1"T1 








CONFIGURRTION 3-3 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 



















10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ ---':::FRRLlR RESPONSE 
________ THETR RESPONSE 
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-270 .0 -t--.---,-,--,-rrrr.---.---,--,--,-,--n-n-----r-.-r-,Irnn----'T-r-rTTTTn 
1 0 -2 1 0 -1 1 0 0 1 0 1 







CONFIGURRTION 3-3 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 



























10-1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ ---'-'5 INGLE P I un FUNCT I (IN 
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CGNFIGURRTION 4-1 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 
PILOT TRRNSFER FUNCTIONS 
1"\ 
j, /\ '" / \ "-
/ , '" ! \ "-/, \ 1 \ .---/ \ /" , 










10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
_ FRR~R RESP~NSE 
_________ THETA RESP~NSE 















-270 . 0 -+---r---r-r-rrrnrr----'--'--'-'-'rTTTT"'---r-r-rrrT-rn---+---,---,-,..,..,.", 























CONFIGURRTION 4-1 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 








10 -1 10 0 10 1 10 2 
FREQUENCY (RRD/SEC) 
__ ~SINGLE PILClT FUNCTJCJN 










-270 .0 -1-r-r--'-""-TTTTn---,--.,-,-,..,.-n-r,..--...,---,--r-rrrrrr---1f---T-......-r-rrrn 








CONFIGURRTION 5-] RLTITUDE TRRCKING 
PILOT TRRNSFER FUNCTIONS 
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-40 . DO -+--.-.....-rTTTI-rr----.--,--,--,-.rrr-r---,--,--,--,--rrrrr-.,..-,--r-r-rTTTl 
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CONFIGURRTION 2-1 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 
















-40 . 00 -I-----r---,--r-..--rr-r,,-----,-...--r-rTTT,----.---r---.-r-h-r-rr~...-.---r-rT-rrn 
10 -'2 10-1 10 a 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRD/SEC) 
---,-__ ~CUJSEO LClClP 
_______ .-OPEN LClClP 
10 2 
85 





































CONFIGURRTION 2-2 RLTITUOE TRRCKING 
RLTITUOE TO RLTITUDE COMMRND 
-40 .00 -!--,--,.....,--.--r-rr.----r-r-r-nrrrrr----r-r-,...,.-h-n-r-..L.,---.---r-TTTTT1 
10 -2 10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ --'-'CLOSED LOOP 
_______ JJPEN LOOP 
10 2 
86 












-270 . 0 -+-----r-....,.....,n-rrr.-----,--,--r-nrrrrr----r--'r-I-'r-n~----.-...,........,..T"T"rTTl 




































RLTITUDE TG RLTITUDE COMMRND 
'\ \ ~\ ~I \ 
"-
II 
\' 1\ , ..... / \ 




10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
___ ---'-'CLCJSEO LCJCJP 
_______ J)PEN LCJCJP 
10 2 















CONFIGURRTION 3-1 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 






10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FR~QUENCY (RRD/SECl 
___ --'-'CLClSEO UJOP 
_______ .J)PEN LOOP 
10 2 
88 
















-270 .0 --j---,---.--r,-.-nrrr--r-'--'-rTTTrr-----.-+-l-h-n-n---'-r-r"l""""" 

















CDNFIGURRTIDN 3-2 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 
RLTITUDE TO ALTITUDE COMMAND 
" """',,,,,-'~ \\ \~ 
'\ 
-40 .00 -t--.,--..... rTTT-rr--r-,....,rrrn..--,.....-,-rr'l-rrn-->--o-r-r-n"TTTI 
10 -2 10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRD/SEC) 
___ --'-'CU'JSED L(j(jP 
_______ .JjPEN L(j(jP 
10 2 
89 






a:::: \, (!) w 
o -90.0 , 
w ~\ (f) 
a: '\ /-:c \ /' ...... 
,-/, ' (L , 
-180.0 
































RLTITUDE TO RLTITUDE COMMRND 













10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRD/SEC) 
___ --'-'CLOSED LOOP 
_______ -.OPEN LllllP 
10 2 









-270 . 0 --I--.--.....-r-lrrTTl-.--.-r--rrrrnr----r-'T--'-h-n..,,-,----,---r-rTTTTTl 







CONFIGURRTION 4-1 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 













-40 . DO -I----..-r-r.....,.,..~---._r_r""T"TT1rn--.--,-,-,..+,.,,,_~...._r_T""TTTT"1 
10 -2 10 -1 10 0 10 1 10 2 
FREQUENCY (RAO/SEC) 
. ___ ..JJCLDSED LDDP 
_. ______ JjPEN LDDP 













\ '- // "-- "-\ 
"--/'""\ ~ ~ 
\ \ \ \ 
"1\ 
-270 . 0 -I---.---r-T--,--,,--rn---.--.-r-r-rrrrr---,-----r"\--M-n-rr---.-...._r_r-rrrn 
1 0 -2 1 0 -1 1 0 0 1 0 1 







CONFIGURRTION 5-] RLTITUOE TRRCKING 






























-40 • DO -I---,--r-r-rn--rrr---.--.-r-rrrr-rr-----r-..TOTTTTr---'l--'-'-'-'---rn1 






- 360 ,0 -I---.---.--r-rn--rrr---.--.-r-rrrrrr--.---.-rrl-TTTr----r-'--TOTTTTl 




These p'lots show the effect of each of the pilots feed backs on the closed 
'loop frequency response. i.e. It is an 'inside loop' out type of design 
showing 
CD The effect of e feedback on the theta to stick response 
(g) The effect of altitude feedback on altitude to stick response 
(with the inner theta loop closed) 
~ The effect of the feedforward pilot response to altitude error 
block on the open and finally closed loop frequency responses. 
Note: C~ On the 'theta feedback effect ... ' plots closed loop is theta 
to stick with the pilots e feedback loop closed. 
C?~ The #3 above is shown on the 'altitude to altitude command 
plots. I 'Altitude to stick no error compl is all inner loops 
closed with no pilot response to altitude error block 



































CONFIGURRTION 1-1 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 
THETR FEEDBRCK EFFECT ON THETR RESPONSE 
10 -1 10 0 10 1 10 2 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
____ THETR Tel ST I CK 
---____ y I LelT VEHI CLE elPEN LLJLJP 
___ CLLJSED LOLJP 
















CONFIGURRTION 2-1 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 
THETR FEEDBRCK EFFECT ON THETR RESPONSE 

















10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRD/SEC) 
____ THETR TO ST I CK 
_______ YILCJT VEHICLE OPEN LOOP 
___ CLOSED LOOP 











CONFIGURRTION 2-2 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 
THETR FEEDBRCK EFFECT ON THETR RESPONSE 





























10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRD/SEC) 
____ THETR TG 5T I CK 
_______ .....P I LClT VEHI CLE GPEN LGClP 










-270 . 0 -!---,--,-,-,--,--n-rr--,-..,-,-rrrrn---.'-,-,--,!T-rn-,---.,.---,....,....,...,n-rn 






























CONFIGURRTION 2-3 RLTITUOE TRRCKING 
THETR FEEDBRCK EFFECT DN THETR RESPONSE 
10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRD/SEC) 
____ THETR TO STI CK 
_______ YILOT VEHICLE OPEN LOOP 







\ \ /---... 
\ / "-
-- \ \ 
\ 
10 2 
- 270 . 0 -I-.....--.-.TTTTn----.--,,--,rrrnn----r'-r-r'r+rn-r---.--r--rT1rrrT1 
10 -2 10 -1 10 0 10 1 10 2 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
98 
CONFIGURRTION 3-1 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 































10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRD/SEC) 
____ THETR TO ST I CK 
_______ YILOT VEHICLE OPEN LOOP 















-270 .0 --I---.--.--rTTTTn------.---,--,-'rT, TT, "n-I -.-, --",h,rT, -.r, OT, ,--, ----.--r, .....,.-, .,-" ,CTTT1, Ii I 




CONFIGURRTION 3-2 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 














-::? I \\" r /' 
/ \ '\ / '-/ \ 
I \~~..Y"" 1 \ ; \ 









-40 . 00 -I--,--,---,--."TTTT".----,---,--r-r-r-~__.__~_,_"_,~........._.,.....,...,....,.".,, 
1 0 -2 1 0 -1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
FREQUENCY (RRD/SEC) 
--__ THETR TLl ST I CK 

























\ ...... " 





-270 . 0 -t--'-,..,...,--rrrrr---r-.--ro-rrrn--.--'-r--r-,--onrn-~.-rr...,."." 
1 0 -2 1 0 -1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
FREQUENCY (RRD/SEC) 10 2 
100 
CONFIGURRTION 3-3 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 






























10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
____ THETR TO ST I CK 
_______ y I LOT VEH I CLE OPEN LOOP 












-270 . 0 -+------.--r-rTTTTrr---.--,---,,--rrn.------hrtiTrn-r-.---r--'-'--rrlT1 






























CONFIGURRTION 4-1 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 
THETR FEEDBRCK EFFECT ON THETR RESPONSE 
10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
____ THETR TO STICK 
_______ y I LOT VEH I CLE OPEN LOOP 










-27 a . a -+---,-.-, .-, leT, TTlI I 1"1 -----0, -,,,,rr, TTl ITIlllj--O''r-' -'-' -'-' -,--" 1m, 1"1/ ------'-'-, '-1 IrT, -rn-lj I I I 
1 0 -2 1 0 -1 1 0 0 1 0 1 





























CONFIGURRTION 1-1 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 
RLTITUDE FEEDBRCK EFFECT 
10 -1 10 0 10 1 10 2 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
102 
____ RL TITUDE TO STICK WITH THETR FEEDBRCK 
________ OPEN LOOP PILOT VEHICLE 















-270 . 0 -I---'--.-.--r-rn""---'--'-'-';\"r-n-r-'-=:+--rr-r-rrrr-'---'--r-,-,~ 
10 -2 10 -1 10 0 10 1 10 2 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
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--- " 
'\ 1\ 
"" I \ 








-40 . 00 -l----r---.---.--,-,--,-,-rr----,--r-r-T--rrrr,---,---,.-r-r-h-rri\~_.___r__r_r_>_rrn 
10 -2 10-1 100 10 1 10 2 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 
103 
____ RLTITUDE TO 5TICK WITH THETR FEEDBRCK 
















___ CLOSED LOOP RLTITUDE TO STICK 
-270 . 0 -+---,---.....-r-rrrrr---.--r-r-rTTTrr-"T-T"'r-rr-rrn-,---,-r-TO"'TTT'l 















CONFIGURRTION 2-2 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 
RLTITUDE FEEOBRCK EFFECT 
-40 . 00 --I--.--,-,-TOOTrr-----,--r-r-T"TTTT,.---,--,-r-r+rn,~,..._,_~rTTT1 
10 -2 10-1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SEC) 10 2 
104 
















- ______ -LlPEN LClClP PI LClT VEH I CLE 












-270 .0 -I--.--.-r-r-TTTrr----r--1r-rTTTlTr-'---.--'l'-r-r-TTTTT--.--,--,-,-,"TTn 
10 -2 10 -1 10 0 10 1 














CONFIGURRTION2-3 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 
RLTITUDE FEEDBRCK EFFECT 
r\ 












-40 .00 --I----'---'-'-T.-rrn---r--r-r-r"TTTTr---r-r---.--r'\-rrrt--r--r---r-r-I""TTT1 

















___ --..JAL T I TUDE TCl ST I CK WITH THETA FEEDBACK 
_______ JjPEN LClClP P I LOT VEH I CLE 
___ CLOSED LClClP ALTITUDE TO STICK 


















CONFIGURRTION 3-1 RLTITUOE TRRCKJNG 














-40 . 00 -1--~-r--r--'-'-"'-'rr-~r--r-r-TTrnr----r-r---r-r1h-n'\-_r--r-"-'-'-,."., 
10 -2 10 -1 10 0 10 1 
FREQUENCY (RRO/SECl 10 2 
106 
----ALTITUDE TO STICK WITH THETA FEEDBACK 
-------.JJPEN LOOP PILOT VEHICLE 














10 -2 10 -1 10 0 10 1 







CONFIGURRTION 3-2 RLTITUDE TRRCKING 
RLTITUDE FEEDBRCK EFFECT 
'" 
\ 
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These plots are the ISTI Type' theta command to altitude error responses. 
The dashed 'ignore altitude ... ' plots are there just for curiousity to 
see the effect of moving the pilots response to altitude block has on 
the frequency response. 
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These plots are nearly worthless because of ~ow 'complex' they are -
but they show the effect of each pilot feedback on the open loop system 
response - (i.e. from the outer loop in). 
[
1+ error compensation' means open loop aircraft hIe with the Phe 
block in cascade. 
) + error + theta' means 
1 loop closed. 
above with the inner theta pilot feedback 
Y+ error + e + altitude' means above with additionally the pilots 
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